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Abstract 
There are many analogies between permutation representations and linear representations. 
Nevertheless, no version of projective representations is known in the context of the Bumside 
ring. In this paper, a decomposition theorem of irreducible G-sets similar to Clifford’s one which 
expresses an irreducible linear representation as a product of two projective representations is 
obtained. As a consequence, the definition of the induction in the Bumside ring is given through 
the wreath product of symmetric groups. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
AMS classtjication: 20B99; 2OC25; 2OC99 
1. Introduction 
Let G denote a finite group. A permutation representation of degree n of G is a 
group homomorphism cp : G - C,. We say that cp is a permutation representation 
associated to the G-set X = {xl,. . .,x,} if g. xi = x++)(i) for every g E G 
and every i E { 1, . . . , n}. A permutation representation q is called irreducible if, for 
any i,jE{l,..., n}, there exists g E G such that q(g)(i) = j. If cp is an irreducible per- 
mutation representation and we consider the stabilizer of the first figure, U = {g E G; 
q(g )( 1) = 1 }, then q is a representation associated to the transitive G-set G/U of the 
left cosets of U in G with the action given by left multiplication. 
Two permutation representations cp and cp’ of degree n of G are said to be equivalent 
if there exists a permutation z E C, with z . cp(g) = cp’(g) . r for every g in G. It is 
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easy to prove that two permutation representations cp and qpl are equivalent if and only 
if their associated G-sets are G-isomorphic. For any two permutation representations, 
cp:G + Cl and cp’:G --+ .X1’, we define the sum representation of cp and (PI, 
cp + cpJ :G - CI+P, by 
(4~ + q’)(g)(i) = 
i 
40(s)(i) if 1 5 i 5 I, 
I + cp,Cg)(i _ l) if l+l<i<l+l’. 
If cp and cp’ are, respectively, associated to the G-sets X and X’, then cp + cp’ is a 
representation associated to the disjoint union of X and X’. We write [X] + [X’], or 
simply X +X1, for its equivalence class of G-isomorphy. 
If we have q,,...,rp,:G - Zl and consider &,,I acting on {(i, j); 1 5 i < m, 1 5 
j < 1) in the natural way, then (91 + ... + qm)(g)(i,j) = (i,qi(g)(j)). 
If H is a normal subgroup of G, $ : H ---+ Cl is a group homomorphism and g 
is an element of G, we write t+P for the permutation representation of H given by 
$9(h) = $(ghg-‘) for every h E H. II/ is called G-inuariant if it is equivalent to $g 
for any g E G. If $ is an irreducible representation associated to H/U and g E G, then 
t,P is an irreducible representation associated to H/V. In this case, $ is G-invariant 
if and only if NG(U)H = G. 
In this paper, we first introduce the concept of permutation projective representation 
(or projective G-set) relative to a normal subgroup H of a group G. We also define 
a product between one of these projective G-sets and an ordinary G/H-set, which 
generalizes the usual Cartesian product between G-sets. These concepts allow us to 
obtain in Theorem 3.12 a decomposition theorem of an irreducible G-set as a product 
of a projective G-set and a G/H-set. This result can be read as a version in our context 
of the celebrated decomposition theorem due to Clifford (see [l]). As a corollary, we 
get a definition of the induction in the Burnside ring through the wreath product of 
symmetric groups. 
2. Projective G-sets 
Having in mind the construction of a projective extension of an ordinary 
tation of a normal subgroup H of G (see [2]), we give the following. 
represen- 
Definition 2.1. If H Q G and I+$ : H - Cl is a permutation representation of H, we 
say that a map T: G - .Zl is a projective extension of $ if TIH= $ and T(ghg-‘) = 
T(g)T(h)T(g)-’ for any gE G and hEH. 
A map T : G --+ CI is called a projective G-set relative to H (or a projective 
permutation representation of G with respect to H) of degree I if it is a projective 
extension of a permutation representation of the normal subgroup H. The projective 
permutation representation T is called irreducible if, for any i, j E ( 1,. . . , I), there exists 
g E G with T(g)(i) = j. If T is a projective G-set relative to a normal subgroup H of 
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G and II/ = T JH, then the permutation T(g’g)-‘T(g’)T(g) belongs to the centralizer 
of Im $ in Cl for any two elements g and g’ in G. Therefore, when Cr,(ImlC/) is 
trivial, T is a group homomorphism. Notice that this happens, for instance, when $ is 
a 2-transitive H-set. 
Two projective permutation representations T and T’ of G of degree I may be 
extensions of the same permutation representation $ of a normal subgroup H of G. In 
this case T(g)-‘T’(g) is an element of Cz,(Im $) for any g in G. 
Definition 2.2. We say that two projective permutation representations T and T’ of 
G with respect to H of degree 1 are equivalent if there exist r E Cl and a map 
a : G - Cz,(1m T 1~) with cl(h) = 1 for every h E H such that T’(g)z = zT(g)cx(g) 
for any g in G. 
Remark 2.3. It is a routine to check that the relation above is reflexive, symmetrical 
and transitive. Moreover, if T and T’ are two equivalent projective G-sets relative 
to a normal subgroup H, then T JH and T’~H are equivalent as ordinary permutation 
representations. 
Conversely, if T and T’ are, respectively, projective extensions of the equivalent 
permutation representations $ and $’ of the normal subgroup H, then T and T’ are 
equivalent: if cl/‘(h)z = r$(h) for any h E H, take E(g) = T(g)-‘z-‘T’(g)7 to prove 
the equivalence between T and T’. 
Proposition 2.4. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and $1 H - Cl an H-set. There 
exists a projective extension T : G - Cl of t,b if and only if the representation II/ is 
G-invariant. 
Proof. If 11/ is G-invariant, for each g E G we may choose a permutation rg verifying 
$g(h)zg = z,+(h) for any h EH. We write T(g) = zg. When g EH, we choose T(g) = 
$(g). This way we define a map T: G - Zl that is a projective extension of $. 
Notice that this projective extension of $ is unique up to equivalence by Remark2.3. 
Conversely, let T : G - Cl be a projective extension of $. So, for each g in G, 
we have 
$(gW’) = T(dWWW’ for any hEH. 
Therefore, $9 and II/ are equivalent and $ is G-invariant. 0 
3. Tensorial product 
We next consider the wreath product of two symmetric groups Cl and Z, with 
the natural action, Z;r 2 C,, as the semidirect product Z,,, [Cl x !‘!‘! x Zl] with the 
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multiplication given by 
(z’; o;, ..,o;)+;a, ,...,a,) = (z’z;~:(l)~.l,...,~:(m)~~) 
for any 2, 7’ E C,; Oi, +z, (i,j = l)...) m). 
The wreath product Zj 2 Z, may be embedded in El, through the group monomor- 
phism 1 : Cl 1 C, - Cl,,, which maps each element (7; 01,. . . , a,) E Cl 1 C, to a 
permutation of ((i,j); 1 5 i < m, 1 5 j 5 1) given by 
l(z;q,..., a,)(i,j) = (7(i), ci(j)) for any 1 5 i 5 m, 1 5 j 5 1. 
Remark 3.1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and let W : G --+ C, be an irre- 
ducible permutation representation of G with W(h) = 1 for any h E H. If we call S = 
{gEG; W(g)(l) = 11, th en H 5 S and W is associated to the G-set G/S. Notice that 
there exists a left transversal t = {gr , . . . , gm} of S in G verifying, for any 1 5 i 5 m, 
W(gt)( 1) = i and consequently g . giS = gw(s)(+S. 
Definition 3.2. Let T : G --+ Zt be a projective G-set relative to a normal subgroup 
H of G and set W:G -C, and t = {gl,..., g,,,} as above. We define the tensorial 
product of T and W through the transversal t as the map T @$ W : G - Zrm given by 
T @t W(g) = @‘(g); T&&,, .g. gl)>. . > T(B&~,, .g. gm)l, 
where 1: Cl 1 C, - Cl,,, is the foregoing monomorphism. 
Proposition 3.3. Let T: G --+ .Z, be a proj’ective G-set relative to a normal subgroup 
H of G and take W:G --f C,, S and t = {gl, . . . , g,,,} as above. Then 
(i) T @ W : G -+ Et,,, is a projective G-set relative to H with T gt W In= 
c::, *g;’ > where $ = T In. If + . IS an irreducible representation associated to the 
H-set H/U, then T @+ W In is associated to CL, HKJel-‘. 
(ii) T @r W is an ordinary permutation representation if and only if T 1s is a group 
homomorphism. In this case, tf $ = T In is irreducible, we have S = VH, where 
V = {sES; T(s)(l) = 1) and VrlH = U = {hEH; $(h)(l) = 1); moreover, T C$ W 
is an irreducible representation associated to G/V. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to prove that T @I~ W 1~ is a group homomorphism. Now [T 6% 
W(h)](i,j) = (i,$(gi’hgi)(j)) = (i,@‘(h)(j)) for any 1 I i 5 I and 1 5 j 5 m; 
therefore, T C& W In = CL, $6’. To see that T I& W is a projective G-set relative to 
H, it now suflkes to check 
[T 6% W(s)1 . [T @t W(h)1 = [T 6% W&g-’ )I . [T @‘t W(g)1 
for any g E G and h EH and this is a routine. 
(ii) T C& W : G --+ Cl,,, is an ordinary permutation representation if and only if 
T 6% Wg’g) = [T @r W(d)1 . [T @‘t W(g)1 
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for all g, g’ E G. By using the definition of the wreath product, the latter is equivalent 
to 
m&~,)(i) .9’9 .Si) = T(g&qw(g)(i) . 9’ . SW(g)(i)) ’ T(g&ig)(i) ’ 9 ’ Si) 
for any iE{l,...,m}. 
Since g&)(i, . g . gi is in S for any 1 < i 5 m and for any g E G, the foregoing 
equality is true if Tls is a group homomorphism. Conversely, if we assume that gi ES, 
for each x ES there exists s ES with x = g&)(i) . s . gi, because W(s)( 1) = 1 for any 
SES. Therefore, the above equality yields 
T(g;’ . g’g .g1> = m,’ . 9’ .91 )Glrl .g. a> 
if we take i = 1 and g, g’ ES. In other words, T (s is a group homomorphism. 
In this case, if we also suppose that T 1~ is an irreducible representation associated 
to an H-set H/U, then the restriction T 1s must be also irreducible for H 5 S. So, T 1s 
is a permutation representation associated to a transitive S-set S/V, where V = {YES; 
T(s)(l) = 1). By Mackey’s formula in the Burnside ring (see [3] or [7]), (S/V)H is 
isomorphic to the H-set CVsH H/(HfIVs) and then this must be H-isomorphic to H/U. 
So, we have VH = S and V n H = U. Moreover, we may choose a left transversal 
{S,,...,S[} of v in S such that s . Sj V = sT(s)(j) V. Now we proceed to prove that 
T & W is in this case associated to the G-set G/V and consequently we will obtain 
that it is irreducible. 
Notice that {gisj; i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , 1) is a left transversal of V in G verifying, 
for any g in G, 
g . Sisj v = gW(g)(i) ’ Swig)(i) ’ 9 ’ Si . sj v = gW(y)(i) . ST(g,~q,,,.g.y,)( j) v 
because gW)s)(i) .g. gi is in S for any 1 5 i 5 m. But (W(g)(i), T(g,l,)(i) ‘9. Si)(j>) = 
[T C& W(g)](i,j) and hence T C& W is a permutation representation associated to G/V 
through the left transversal {gisj; i = 1,. . . , m; j = 1,. , . , I}. 0 
The following corollary shows that the equivalence class of the tensorial product 
between a projective G-set T relative to a normal subgroup H of G and a G-set G/S 
with H 5 S does not depend on the election of the left transversal of S in G. 
Corollary 3.4. Let T : G - Cl be a projective G-set relative to H QG and let 
W:G -C, be an ordinary permutation representation associated to a G-set G/S 
with H < S. Zf t = {gl,..., gm} and t’ = {gi,.. ., gh} are two left transversals of S 
in G with W(gi)( 1) = W(g:)(l) = . f I oranylIiIm,thenT@CWandT@~/Ware 
equivalent as projective permutation representations. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 the restriction to H of any projective G-set T relative to H 
is G-invariant. So, T I& W lH and T @+l W 1~ are equivalent to the sum of m copies of 
T IH and, by Remark 2.3, T E& W and T C+ W are equivalent. Cl 
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Remark 3.5. We will write T @ W to denote the equivalence class of the projective 
permutation representation T& W for any transversal t as above. Notice that this equiv- 
alence class does not change if we take another projective G-set T’ in the equivalence 
class of T. And the same can be done in the equivalence class of W as an ordinary 
G-set. 
Proposition 3.6. Let T : G - Cl be a projective G-set relative to H 4G and let 
W: G --+ C, be an ordinary permutation representation associated to a G-set G/S 
with H _< S verifying that T 1s is a group homomorphism. 
0) If t = {gl ,..., gm} and t’ = {gi,.. . ,gh} are two left transversals of S in G 
with W(gi)(l) = W(gj)(l) = f I or any 1 5 i 5 m, then T I& W and T @,l W are 
G-isomorphic as ordinary G-sets. 
(ii) If T Is= C,“=, &, where Cj$k :S - Zlk is associated to S/Vk for each 1 5 k 5 p, 
then T C& W is an ordinary permutation representation associated to c,“=, G/Vk for 
any left transversal t = {gl, . . . , g,,,} of S in G verifying W(gi)( 1) = i for every 
iE{l,...,m}. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 3.3 it is clear that in this case T I& W and T C+ W are 
ordinary G-sets and we know that they are equivalent as projective G-sets with respect 
to H. But these conditions do not oblige the G-sets T@, W and T&f W to be equivalent 
as ordinary permutation representations. We are going to prove that they really verify 
that stronger equivalence. The element g;‘gi is in S for any i E { 1,. . . , m}. If we call 
r the permutation of Cl,,, given by r(i, j) = (i, T(g,‘gi)( j)), we can check for every 
g in G that z[(T C& W)(g)](i,j) = [(T I& W)(g)]z(i,j) for any 1 I i I m and any 
1 5 j < 1. Consequently, the G-sets T gr W and T 63~~1 W are G-isomorphic. 
(ii) Let t = {g,,..., gm} be a left transversal of S in G with W(gi)(l) = i for any 
1 5 i < m. T (s maps S to C,,+...+,, by 
b(s)(A if 1 Ij 5 Ii, 
T(s)(j) = 
6k(s)(jk) + 11 + . . . + lk-1 if j = (*), 
(*)I1 + . . . + I&, +jk for some 2 5 k 2 p, 1 <jk < lk. 
For each 1 5 k 2 p, there exists a left transversal {sf,. . . ,sf,} of vk in S verifying 
s ’ $k vk = &sj(jkj vk for any 1 5 jk 5 lk. Then, {giStk ; i = 1,. . . , m; jk = 1,. . . , lk} is 
a let? transversal of vk in G and, for any g in G, we have 
for every 1 5 i 5 m, 1 5 k 5 p and 1 5 jk 5 lk. 
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On the other hand, 
LT @‘t wtg)lti7j) = twtg)ti)3 Ttgwig)(i) ’ 9 ’ Si>ti)) 
i 
twtgXi)~ +LtSwig)(i) ’ 9 ’ Si)tj>) ifl<j<Zi, 
= (w(g)(i), 11 + . . . + /k--l + $‘k(SWfg)(i) ’ 9 ’ gi)(jk>> if j = (*), 
(*)I1 +. . . + I&, +jk for some 2 5 k 5 p and 1 <jk 5 lk. 
Therefore, T @I~ W = c,“=, Tk, where each Tk is an irreducible representation 
associated to G/vk through the left transversal {giSfk ; i = 1,. . . , m; jk = 1,. . . , Ik} of 
vk in G. q 
Notice that Proposition 3.6(i) can be deduced directly from (ii). 
The next corollary shows that the tensorial product is a generalization of the usual 
Cartesian product of G-sets. 
Corollary 3.7. Let T : G - Zt and W : G --+ C, be two irreducible permutation 
representations, respectively, associated to the G-sets G/V and G/S. Then, the tenso- 
rial product T @J* W through any left transversal t = {gl, . . . , gm} of S in G verifying 
W(gi)(l) = i for 1 5 i 5 m is an ordinary permutation representation associated to 
the Cartesian product G/V x G/S. 
Proof. We consider T as a projective G-set relative to H = 1. Since T is associated 
to G/V, then, by Mackey’s formula, the restriction T 1s is a permutation representation 
associated to cv,s S/(S n Ve). 
By Proposition 3.6, we see that T C& W is associated to the G-set CVgs G/(Sf’ Vg), 
which is G-isomorphic to the Cartesian product G/V x G/S, again by Mackey’s formula 
and Frobenius’ reciprocity law (see [3] or [7]). 0 
It is now possible to define the induced permutation representation to G of an ordi- 
nary permutation representation of any subgroup S of G using the wreath product of 
symmetric groups. 
Definition 3.8. If S 5 G and $ : S - Cl is an ordinary permutation representation of
S, we define its induced permutation representation to G as the group homomorphism 
$G : G --+ Cl,,, given by 
4%) = r[Wts); +(Sw;g)(i) . 9 . a),~ . .Y bNSw;g,(m, .9 . Sm>L 
where W : G - C, is any permutation representation associated to G/S and 
t = {gl, . . . , gm} is a left transversal of S in G verifying g . giS = gw(g)(iJS for any 
l<i<m. 
Notice that this induction is well-defined because each g&)Ci) . g . gi is in S. We 
can prove that tiG is a homomorphism in a similar way to the second point of 
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Proposition 3.3 by using that $ is a group homomorphism. Furthermore, if we change 
the transversal of S in G, the proof of Proposition 3.6(i) tells us that the representations 
we obtain are equivalent. The following proposition assures that this induction does 
correspond to the usual induction from the Burnside ring of S to the one of G (see [3] 
or [7]) and consequently, the equivalence class of tiG does not depend on the choice 
of the representation W. 
The following can be proved similarly to Proposition 3.6(ii). 
Proposition 3.9. If S is a subgroup of G and I+!I is a permutation representation 
associated to the S-set C&, S/iJk, then the induced representation tic is associated 
to the G-set C,“=, G/Uk. 
We define now the sum of two projective G-sets TI and T2 relative to a normal 
subgroup H of G as the map T1 + T2 : G - Ct+r given by 
Tl (g)(i) if 1 5 i 5 1, 
[(Tl + T2)(g)l(i) = 
I+ Tds)(i - 0 ifZ+l<i~Z+Z’. 
We remark that this sum is compatible with the equivalence relation between projective 
G-sets and we may prove now that the tensorial product is distributive with respect to 
this sum on the left side. 
Proposition 3.10. Let Tl : G - Ct and T2 : G - C/I be projective G-sets relative to 
a normal subgroup H of G. If W : G -+ E, is an irreducible G-set with W(h) = 1 for 
any h E H, then the equivalence class ( TI ~3 W) + (T2 @ W) is equal to (T, + T2) @ W. 
Proof. Call S = {g E G; W(g)( 1) = I} and choose a left transversal t = {gl,. . . , gm} 
of S in G verifying W(gi)(l) = i for every 1 5 i 5 nz. 
For each g E G, consider now [(TI ~53~ W) + (Tz Bt W)](g) as a permutation of 
{l,.,., Zm,Zm+ l,..., Zm+Z’m} which maps each kE{l,..., Zm} to [W(g)(i)- l].Z+ 
T,(g,~,,,i,.g.gi)(j)E{l,...,Zm} and eachk~{Zm+l,...,Zm+Z’m} to Zm+[W(g)(i)- 
111’ + T2(g&)Ci) . g . gi)( j) E {Zm + 1,. . . , lm + Z’m}. 
On the other hand, [(Tl + T2) ~3~ W](g) is a permutation of the set { 1,. . . , (I + Z’)m} 
which maps each k = (i - 1 )(I + I’) + j to 
[VI + T2) @t WI(g)@) 
i 
(W(g)(i) - 1 )(I + I’) + T* (S&~~i+Wi)(_d if 1 5 j < 1, 
= (W(g)(i) - l)(Z + Z’) + Z + fi(gkig,ci,ggi)(j - Z) ifZ+l<j<Z+Z’. 
Consider now the permutation t E C,m+t~m that takes each 1 5 k 5 Zm to T(k) = 
(i - 1 )( I + 1’) + j, where 1 < i 5 m and 1 5 j _< 1 are given by k = (i - l)Z + j, and 
that takes each k > Zm to the figure z(k) = (i - l)(Z + Z’) + Z + j, where 1 5 i 5 m 
and 15 js 1’ are given by k-Zm=(i- l)Z’+j. 
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It is now a routine to check that 
for any g in G and the proof is complete. q 
Remark 3.11. We may extend by right linearity the definition of tensorial product to 
any ordinary G-set W with W(h)(l) = 1 for any hi H. 
Finally, we establish a decomposition theorem of an irreducible G-set with homo- 
geneous restriction to a normal subgroup H of G as a tensorial product of a projective 
G-set relative to H and a G-set on which H acts trivially. 
Theorem 3.12 (see Curtis and Reiner [2, Theorem 51.71). Let G/V be a transitive 
G-set and let H be a normal subgroup of G such that the restriction (GJV)n is 
homogeneous, i.e., (G/V)n = nH/U for some n E k4, calling U = V n H. Then, there 
exist a projective G-set T: G - Ct relative to H with T Jn associated to H/U and 
an irreducible permutation representation W : G - C, associated to GIVH, such 
that T gt W is associated to GJV for any left transversal t = {gl,. . . , g,,,} of VH in 
G verifying W(gi)( 1) = i for every i E { 1,. . . , m}. 
Proof. Since (G/V)n is homogeneous, it is easy to prove that H/U is G-invariant, i.e., 
No(U)H = G. Hence, since V 5 No(U), we may choose a left transversal {gi, . . . , gm} 
of VH in G with gi = 1 and every gi ENG(U). 
Now, for each g E G, we call W(g) the permutation in C, given by g . giVH = 
gw(g)(i)VH for 1 5 i 5 m. 
Let { hl, . . , ht} be a left transversal of U in H and let J/ : H - Zt be the group 
homomorphism defined by h . hjU = h$(h)(jjU for 1 < i 5 1. Now {hl, . . . , ht} is also 
a left transversal of V in VH and we have h . hjV = he(h)(jJV for any h E H. (VH/V 
and H/U are isomorphic H-sets). 
If we call 4 : VH - Ct the homomorphism given by v . hjV = h4(,)(j)V for any 
VE VH, we have clearly 4]~= $. 
Let us construct a projective G-set T: G - Cl relative to H verifying T Ivn= 4. 
For any iE{l,..., m}, {hy ,..., hy} is a left transversal of P = U in H and so it 
is a left transversal of V in VH. 
If gEG, there exist a unique iE{l,..., m} and a unique v E VH such that g = gin. 
These elements also verify v-hi V = hz V for some it in { 1,. . . , I}. We set T(g)(j) = jl . 
It may be checked now that T is a projective G-set relative to H with T (vn= 4. 
Moreover, since VH is precisely the set of the elements g with W(g)( 1) = 1, we know 
that the tensorial product between T and W is an ordinary representation which does 
not depend on the choice of the transversal. Proposition 3.3 tells us that this product 
is associated to the G-set G/V. q 
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Corollary 3.13. If G is the direct product of two subgroups H and L, then every 
transitive G-set G/V may be expressed as the tensorial product of a projective ex- 
tension of a permutation representation associated to the H-set H/( V n H) and a 
permutation representation associated to G/VH, that may be considered as an L-set. 
Proof. Since G = HL is a direct product, we have L 5 NG( V n H), and so 
Nc( VnH)H = G. The result is now a direct consequence of Theorem 3.12. 0 
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